Diffusion of carbon in substitutionally alloyed austenite
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It is well known that the diffusion coefficient D of
carbon in austenite varies with the concentration of
carbon [1,2]. In a previous analysis, it was demonstrated that a theory due to Siller and McLellan
[3,4] can adequately explain the experimental data
for Fe-C alloys in the austenitic condition over a
wide range of concentration and temperature.
The theory represents D in a way which is
compatible with both the kinetic and thermodynamic behaviour of carbon in austenite. There are
two important factors: the concentration dependence of the activity of carbon in austenite [1,2] and
the existence of a finite repulsive interaction between nearest neighbouring carbon atoms situated in
octahedral sites [5]. Smith [2] has demonstrated that
the composition dependenceof activity cannot alone
account for D. Siller and McLellan realized that the
repulsive forces between neighbouring carbon atoms
should influence diffusivity by acting to reduce the
probability of interstitial site occupation in the
vicinity of a site already containing a carbon atom.
In a concentration gradient, a carbon atom attempting random motion therefore 'sees' an exaggerated
difference in the number of available sites in the
forward and reverse direction, so that diffusion
down the gradient is enhanced. On this basis, Siller
and McLellan obtained
D{Xl' T} = (kT/h) (exp {- ~F*/kT})()..2/3rm)11{8}
.
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where k and h are the Boltzmann and Planck
constants, respectively, W is the number of octahedral interstices around a single such interstice,
~F* is an activation free energy,r m is an activity
coefficient and), is the distance betwe-en (002)
austenite planes. <1'=1- exp(-wy/kT);
Wy is the
nearest neighbour carbon-carbon interaction
energy in austenite. () is the ratio of the number of
carbon atoms to the total number of solvent atoms,
given by () = xl/(1 - Xl)' Bhadeshia [6] found
~F* /k = 21230K and In {r m/).2}= 31.84.
It clearly is possible for the same equation to be
used for austenite containing substitutional solutes
as well as carbon, if the sole effect of the substitutional solute is to influence the activity of the
carbon. The purpose of this work was to demonstrate that this is indeed the case, using published
data [7].
These data reveal quite significant changesin the
mobility of carbon as a function of the substitutional
solute; some of the data are listed in Table I for
illustration purposes. For example, nickel and aluminium have a rather small effect when compared
with plain carbon steel, whereas chromium and
molybdenum tend to reduce the diffusivity.
The effects clearly are significant and were
analysed using the Siller and McLellan model. The
activity coefficient for carbon in alloyed austenite
was calculated using the quasichemical thermodynamic model developed in [8]. In this, the activity of
carbon depends on the partial molar enthalpy of
solution of carbon in austenite (38575 Jmol-l), and
on the partial non-configurational entropy of solution of carbon in austenite (13.48 J mol-l K-1) [8].
In addition, there is a carbon-carbon interaction
energy which dependson the substitutional solute as
well, and was obtained from [9]. This model is
restricted to small concentrations, but diffusion data
over the following concentrations (wt %) were
"'.

TABLE I Selected coefficients for the diffusion of carbon in austenite. The data for the alloy steels are from [7] whereas those for the
plain carbon steel are from [6]

x
Ni
Cr
Mo
Co
AI

Wt%X

Wt%C

4
2.5
1.55
6
0.7

D (1000 °C)

D (1100 °C)

(107 cm2 S-I)

(107 cm28-1)

D (1200 °C)
(107 cm2 S-I)

2.21
2.65
0.41
1.85
3.9
2.7

6.12
6.54
1.19
5.01
9.3
6.6

14.85
14.05
2.81
11.6
16.7
14.4
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nevertheless investigated: Ni (4, 9.5), Mn (l),.Co
(6), Cr (1,2.5,7),
Mo (0.9, 1.55), VV (0.5, 1.05,
1.95), Si (1.6, 2.55) and Al (0.7,1.7,2.45). Data for
three different carbon concentrations (0.2, 0.4,
0.7 wt %) were available in each case.
The results are illustrated in Figs 1-8. The model
in general gives good results, the most severe
discrepancies being found for chromium steels. The
alloys studied [7] were checked to be fully austenitic
at the temperature where the measurements were
made, by comparison against published phase diagrams [10]. There is a slight danger of alloy carbide
formation for the Fe-O. 7C- 7 .0Cr wt % alloy at
1000°C, but in all other cases,the alloys should be
fully austenitic. It also cannot be argued that it is the

Figure 4 Comparison of the calculated and measured diffusivities
for Fe-Al-C alloys.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the calculated and measured diffusivities
for Fe-Mn-C alloys.
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Figure5 Comparisonof the calculatedandmeasureddiffusivities
for Fe-W-C alloys.
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Figure 2 Comparison of the calculated and measured diffusivities
for Fe-Ni-C alloys.

Figure 6 Comparison of the calculated and measured diffusivities
for Fe-Cr-C alloys. The discrepancy increases with the chromium concentration.
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